
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of reporting developer. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for reporting developer

Assist Lead Developer with the oversight of the team being led
Performs moderately complex system testing, ensuring delivery meets
business needs
Consult with key stakeholders and other project team members to create
data warehouse and reporting solutions that support the operational needs
of survey data collection projects
Develop new and maintain existing ETL jobs.Create ETL solutions with a
strong focus on reusability, performance and an ability to leverage work
across multiple client environments
Enhance and maintain existing business intelligence and reporting processes
Work with the Data Operations team and other stakeholders to create
reporting standards and efficiency for SSRS reports and to advise on options
for reporting dashboards
Provide day-to-day data management support for complex survey research
data collection projects and effectively multi-task to support competing
demands from multiple production projects within a matrix organization
Design, build, deploy, coordinate and troubleshoot integration between GWF
systems
As necessary, participate in troubleshooting integration with outside
partners/vendors in support of business needs and under the direction of
System Management
Actively lead and operate expertly within the team’s Agile SDLC lifecycle and
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Qualifications for reporting developer

Experience with developing within a UNIX environment would be beneficial
Experience in high volume transaction processing in financial services
Knowledge of Regulatory Reporting in Corporate context is desired other
business disciplines
Good communicator – both in writing and orally
Proficient at writing detailed, actionable requirements and/or functional
specifications
Working knowledge of project management methodologies and associated
PLC deliverables Proficient in use of ALM (formally HP Quality Centre)


